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lsXURON’s new wire strippers are

designed for simplicity, functionality

and durability. Each model features 

a unique thumb-adjustable cam that

can be set without the need for 

additional tools. For added versatility,

a built-in full by-pass shear cutter is

designed into each tool. 

XURON Tweezer Nose™ and Xuro-Grip™

pliers deliver high precision at reasonable

cost. Primary design criteria are precision,

ergonomics and durability. 

XURON wire strippers, pliers and

forming tools feature advanced

ergonomic designs, Xuro-Rubber™

cushion grips, light weight, a glare-

eliminating black finish and our Light

Touch™ return spring. All are 

optionally available with static control

(AS) grips.

501 Wire

Stripper/Cutter

A simple, yet highly effective

wire stripper. Manufactured

from .100" thick high carbon

steel, the 501 is designed to cut

and strip all wire sizes from 

10-26 AWG (2.59-0.405mm).

Thumb adjustable cam is quickly

and easily set to the desired

size, requiring no additional

tools and no need to know the

exact diameter of the wire.

Can be used for both solid and

stranded wire. Light weight,

Xuro-Rubber™ grips and Light

Touch™ return spring combine

for operator comfort and ease

of use.

0.650 
(16.5 mm)

0.200 
(5 mm)

0.910 
(23 mm)

5.80 
(147 mm)

0.220 
(55.9 mm)

505/505ST Wire

Stripper/Cutter

Similar in design to the model

501, but with the added benefit

of having wire gauge markings

on the cam and a handy closure

"hook" that keeps the tool In a

closed position when not In

use. Model 505 is designed

for solid wire from 12-26

AWG (2.05m-.405), model

505ST for stranded wire.

Both models feature Xuron's

Light Touch™ return spring

and cushioned, non-slip 

Xuro-Rubber™ grips.

0.910
(23 mm)

0.200
(5 mm)0.65

(16.5 mm)

2.2
(55.9 mm)

5.80
(147 mm)
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485 Xuro-Grip™ 

Long Nose Plier

A true “electronics production long nose

plier" is what we had in mind when we

designed the 485. Engineers and production

managers told us traditional drop-forged

designs were too bulky and lacked the sensi-

tive "feel" required for precision electronic

assembly. Our 485 performs where the

competition failed. 485 features a thin profile

for access in high density areas, radiused

outside edges, ergonomically-shaped, non-

slip Xuro-Rubber™ grips, a glare-eliminat-

ing black finish and light weight for oper-

ator comfort. The model 485 is also

available with fine, perpendicular-to-the-

jaw serrations for extra holding power

(Model 485S).

485C Combination

Shear/Long Nose Plier

The combined benefits of a full by-pass

shear cutter and a precision electronics

long nose plier In one tool. Heat-treated,

durable, high carbon steel blades allow a

cutting range from the smallest wire up to

12 AWG (2.05mm) copper wire. Plier

blades are tapered for access into

restricted work areas and have radiused

outside edges for forming wire without

damage or scarring. Non-protruding Light

Touch™ return spring speeds work while

cushioned, non-slip Xuro-Rubber™ grips

provide comfort.

485FN Flat Nose Plier 

A flat nose (duck bill) version of our

Model 485 Long Nose Plier. Flat, smooth

blades are perfect for wire bending or

forming operations. As with all Xuron

pliers, the 485FN features a glare elimi-

nating black finish, ergonomically

shaped Xuro-Rubber™ grips, and light

weight for operator comfort.

450BN Bent Nose Plier

Strong and precise plier blades angled to 45° for 

improved sight lines when working In tight areas or with

small parts. Plier tips are perfectly aligned and capable of

picking up a human hair or forming and holding wire.

Glare-eliminating black finish, non-slip Xuro-Rubber™ grips

and Light Touch™ return spring combine to ensure operator

comfort even during periods of extended use.

0.74 
(19 mm) 1.18

(30 mm)

0.39 (10 mm)

5
(127 mm)

1.92
(49 mm)

475C  Combination 

Shear/Short Nose Plier

A true multi-purpose tool, combines a full by-pass shear

with a precise short nose plier. Extra strong, high carbon

steel plier has the power to grip and the precision to hold a

human hair. Shear cuts everything from small wires up to

12 AWG (2.05mm) copper wire.

0.42 
(10.5 mm)

0.125 
(3 mm)

0.08 (2 mm)

0.08 (2 mm)

0.78
(20 mm)

5.07
(129 mm)

1.85
(47 mm)

new

new

0.78 (20 mm)

0.39 (10 mm)

0.06 (1.5 mm)

1.22 
(31mm)

5
(127 mm)

1.92
(49 mm)

450 Tweezer Nose™ Plier

The 450 is an ultra-precise needlenose plier 

capable of grasping and holding wire less than 

1 mil thick with the strength for wire forming.

Leads "popping" free, tip mis-alignment and

blade crossover will be a memory once you

switch to our Tweezer Nose™ pliers. Radiused

edges protect lead wires. Light weight and our

patented, non-protruding, Light Touch™ return

spring help ensure operator comfort.

The model 450 is also

available with fine,

perpedicular-to-the-jaw

serrations for extra holding

power (model 450S).

new

0.42 
(10.5 mm)

0.08 (2 mm)

0.08 (2mm)

0.78
(20 mm)

5.07
(129 mm)

1.85
(47 mm)

475 Xuro-Grip™ Short Nose Plier

High carbon steel for strength and an extra- 

slim profile to allow access in high density 

areas. The strength to crimp a lead wire with the 

precision to grasp and hold a human hair. Plier 

features a glare-eliminating black finish,

ergonomically-shaped, non-slip Xuro-Rubber™ 

grips and light weight for operator comfort.

The model 475 

is also available 

with fine, perpedicular- 

to-the-jaw serrations 

for extra holding power

(Model 475S).
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0.86 
(22 mm) 1.22

(31 mm)

0.51 (13 mm)

0.06 (1.5 mm)

0.12 (3 mm)

5.51
(140 mm)

1.92
(49 mm)

488 Round Nose Plier

Traditional double-round design with an innovative 

difference. Conventional round tip transitions to 

an elliptical shape along the length of the blades.

This design allows for more forming possibilities 

and exceptional tip strength. Ideal for forming 

or looping of very fine wires in precision work.

Xuro-Rubber™ grips and light weight ensure 

operator comfort.

489 Combination Tip Plier

Traditional one round/one flat design offers easy 

coiling, forming and bending - all with one plier.

An extremely durable tool with exceptional tip strength 

and precision closure. Glare-eliminating black finish,

non-slip Xuro-Rubber™ grips and light weight ensure

operator comfort.

0.39 
(0.75 mm)

0.78 
(20 mm)

0.03 (.75 mm)

0.115 (2.9 mm)

1.22 
(31 mm)

5 
(127 mm)

1.92 
(49 mm)

0.55 
(0.14 mm)

0.54 
(14  mm)

0.30 (7.5 mm)

0.79
(20 mm)

5.11 
(130 mm)

1.7 
(43 mm)

573 Xuro-Former™ Lead Forming Tool

The patented, original strain-relief forming hand tool.

Radius and depth of bend are controlled by a simple slide

adjuster, which locks firmly in place to prevent 

unintended setting changes. This high carbon steel tool

features light weight, glare-eliminating black finish and

ergonomically-shaped, non-slip Xuro-Rubber™ grips.

Forms lead wires up to 0.030" (0.8mm).

573L Xuro-Former™

Lead Forming Tool

The same great features as our 573 Xuro-Former™

but designed to form

wires up to 0.050"

(1.3mm).

0.55 
(.14 mm)

0.54 
(14 mm)

0.25 (6 mm)

0.79
(20 mm)

5.11 
(130 mm)

1.7 
(43 mm)

0.39 
(0.75 mm)

0.78 
(20 mm)

0.03 
(0.75 mm)

1.22 
(31 mm)

5 
(127 mm)

1.92 
(49 mm)

Typical examples of strain relief.

0.86 
(22 mm) 1.22

(31 mm)

0.25
(6.4 mm)

.51 (13 mm)

0.06 (1.5 mm)

5.51
(140 mm)

1.92
(49 mm)

0.86 
(22 mm) 1.22

(31 mm)

0.51 (13 mm)

0.06 (1.5 mm)

0.12 (3 mm)

5.51
(140 mm)

1.92
(49 mm)


